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Trotterization-based, iterative approaches to quantum simulation are restricted to simulation
times less than the coherence time of the quantum computer, which limits their utility in the near
term. Here, we present a hybrid quantum-classical algorithm, called Variational Fast Forwarding
(VFF), for decreasing the quantum circuit depth of quantum simulations. VFF seeks an approximate
diagonalization of a short-time simulation to enable longer-time simulations using a constant number
of gates. Our error analysis provides two results: (1) the simulation error of VFF scales at worst
linearly in the fast-forwarded simulation time, and (2) our cost function’s operational meaning as
an upper bound on average-case simulation error provides a natural termination condition for VFF.
We implement VFF for the Hubbard, Ising, and Heisenberg models on a simulator. Finally, we
implement VFF on Rigetti’s quantum computer to show simulation beyond the coherence time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum simulation (QS) was the earliest proposed
example of a quantum algorithm that could outcom-
pete the best classical algorithm [1]. Accelerated QS
would impact fields including chemistry, materials sci-
ence, and nuclear and high-energy physics. Current
approaches include quantum emulation (or analogue
QS) [2–6], Suzuki-Trotter-based methods [7–9], and Tay-
lor expansion-based QSs using linear combinations of uni-
taries [10–12]. Quantum emulation and Suzuki-Trotter-
based QSs have seen proof-of-principle demonstrations
[2–6, 13], while Taylor expansion-based QSs have the best
asymptotic scaling and will likely have application for
fault-tolerant Quantum Computers (QCs) of the future.
In the current noisy intermediate-scale quantum
(NISQ) era, variational quantum simulation (VQS)
methods are expected to be important. Variational al-
gorithms have been introduced for finding ground and
excited states [14–17] and for other applications [18–21].
In addition, some variational algorithms simulate system
dynamics [22–25]. Of the variational dynamical simula-
tion methods, some are based on knowledge of low-lying
excited states [25], and some are iterative in time [22–
24]. Both approaches have the potential to outperform
Suzuki-Trotter-based methods in the NISQ era.
Simulating the dynamics of a quantum system for time
T typically requires Ω(T ) gates so that a generic Hamilto-
nian evolution cannot be achieved in sublinear time. This
result is known as the ‘No Fast Forwarding Theorem’ and
holds both for a typical unknown Hamiltonian [26] and
for the query model setting [27]. However, there are par-
ticular Hamiltonians that can be fast forwarded which
means that the quantum circuit depth does not need to
grow significantly with simulation time. Hamiltonians
∗ The first two authors contributed equally to this work.
that allow fast-forwarding are precisely those that lead to
violations of time-energy uncertainty relations and equiv-
alently allow for precise energy measurements [26]. For
example, commuting local Hamiltonians [26], quadratic
fermionic Hamiltonians [26], and continuous-time quan-
tum walks on particular graphs [28] can all be fast for-
warded. In addition, Ref. [29] exploited the exact solv-
ability of the transverse Ising model to formulate a quan-
tum circuit for its exact diagonalization, allowing for fast
forwarding. This circuit was used to simulate the Ising
model on Cloud QCs [30]. A subspace-search variational
eigensolver was employed in [25] in their Subspace Vari-
ational Quantum Simulation (SVQS) algorithm to fast
forward low-lying states in a quantum system. In gen-
eral, it remains an open problem to determine the precise
form of Hamiltonians that can be fast forwarded.
The advantage of fast forwarding, if possible, for near-
term QCs is that the simulation time T can be much
longer than the coherence time τ of the QC performing
the simulation. This is because T is just a parameter that
is set ‘by hand’ in a fixed-depth quantum circuit [25, 29].
Previous results analyze fast forwarding of Hamil-
tonians mostly in a computational complexity setting
[26, 27, 31] in which the asymptotic scaling of the run-
time of quantum circuits implementing a simulation is
important. For near-term devices the overhead of con-
stant factors becomes significant. Therefore we ask the
following core question: Can we fast forward the evo-
lution of a Hamiltonian beyond the coherence time of a
near-term device using a variational algorithm?
In this paper, we introduce a variational, hybrid
quantum-classical algorithm (VHQCA) that we call Vari-
ational Fast Forwarding (VFF). We envision it to be most
useful for implementing quantum simulations on near-
term, NISQ computers. However, it could also have uses
in fault-tolerant QS. It is distinct from SVQS [25] in that
our method searches for an approximate diagonalization
of an entire QS unitary, rather than for a finite set of
low-lying states. Most importantly, we analyze the sim-
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2FIG. 1. The concept of Variational Fast Forwarding (VFF).
(A) A Trotterization-based quantum simulation with N = 5
timesteps. This simulation runs past the coherence limit of
the quantum architecture. (B) A VFF-based quantum simu-
lation. An approximate diagonalization of a short-time sim-
ulation is found variationally. Using the eigenvector W and
diagonal D unitaries that were learned, an arbitrary length
simulation is implemented by modifying the parameters in D.
As long as VFF results in few enough gates that the circuit
does not exceed the coherence time, longer simulations can
be performed than the standard method in (A).
ulation errors produced by VFF and guarantee a desired
accuracy for the simulation once a termination condition
is achieved. This is possible due to the operational mean-
ing of our cost function. In contrast, low-energy subspace
approaches as in SVQS may not be able to guarantee a
desired simulation error, since the cost function (i.e., the
energy) does not carry an obvious operational meaning.
The basic idea of VFF is depicted in Fig. 1. In what
follows, we discuss the ansatz, cost function, training
method, and error analysis of VFF in Sec. II, while
Sec. III presents our implementations of VFF on a simu-
lator and on Rigetti’s QC.
II. VARIATIONAL FAST FORWARDING
ALGORITHM
A. Overview
Given a Hamiltonian H on a d = 2n dimensional
Hilbert space (i.e., on n qubits) evolved for a short
time ∆t with the simulation unitary e−iH∆t, the goal
is to find an approximation that allows the simulation at
later times T to be fast forwarded beyond the coherence
time τ . Figure 2 schematically shows the VFF algorithm,
which consists of the following steps:
1. Implement a unitary circuit U(∆t) to approximate
e−iH∆t, the simulation at a small time step.
2. Compile U(∆t) to a diagonal factorization V =
WDW † ≈ e−iH∆t with circuit depth L.
3. Approximately fast forward the quantum simula-
tion at large time T = N∆t using the same circuit
of depth L: e−iHT ≈WDNW †.
Typically U(∆t) will be a single-timestep Trotterized
unitary approximating e−iH∆t. We variationally search
for an approximate diagonalization of U(∆t) by compil-
ing it to a unitary with a structure of the form
V (α,∆t) := W (θ)D(γ,∆t)W (θ)† , (1)
with α = (θ,γ) being a vector of parameters. Here,
D(γ,∆t) is a parameterized unitary composed of com-
muting unitaries that encode the eigenvalues of U(∆t)
while W (θ) is a parameterized unitary matrix consisting
of corresponding eigenvectors. In Sec. II B we describe
layered structures that provide ansätze for the circuits
W (θ) and D(γ,∆t).
To approximately diagonalize U(∆t), the parameters
α = (θ,γ) are variationally optimized via gradient de-
scent to minimize a cost function CLHST(U(∆t), V ) that
can be evaluated using a short-depth quantum circuit
called the Local Hilbert-Schmidt Test (LHST) [32] shown
in Fig. 2(c). The compilation procedure we employ
to approximate U(∆t) by V (α,∆t) makes use of the
Quantum-Assisted Quantum Compiling (QAQC) algo-
rithm [32], that was later shown to be robust to quantum
hardware noise [33]. In Sec. II C and Sec. IID, we elab-
orate on our cost function and optimization method.
If we can find such an approximate diagonalization for
U(∆t) then, for any total simulation time, T = N∆t, we
have:
e−iHT = (e−iH∆t)N (2)
≈ (U(∆t))N (3)
≈W (θ)D(γ,∆t)NW (θ)† (4)
= W (θ)D(Nγ,∆t)W (θ)† . (5)
Hence, a QS for any total time, T , may be performed with
a fixed quantum circuit structure as depicted in Fig. 2(d).
In Sec. II E, we perform an error analysis to investigate
how the approximate equalities in (3) and (4) affect the
overall simulation error.
B. Ansatz
As with many VHQCAs, it is natural to employ a
layered gate structure for W (θ) and D(γ,∆t), with the
number of layers being a refinement parameter.
1. Ansatz for D
Let us first consider an ansatz for D. The problem of
constructing quantum circuits for diagonal unitaries, D,
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FIG. 2. The VFF Algorithm. (a) An input Hamiltonian is transformed into (b) a gate sequence associated with a single-
timestep Trotterized unitary, U(∆t). (c) The unitary is then variationally diagonalized by fitting a parameterized factorization,
V (α,∆t) = W (θ)D(γ,∆t)W †(θ). This variational subroutine employs gradient descent to minimize a cost function CLHST,
whose gradient is efficiently estimated with a short-depth quantum circuit called the Local Hilbert-Schmidt Test (LHST). The
variational loop is exited when a termination condition given by (26) is reached, which guarantees that a user-defined bound
on the average fidelity F (T ) is achieved. (d) After the termination condition is reached, the optimal parameters (θopt,γopt) are
used to implement a fast-forwarded simulation, with the fast-forwarding error growing sub-linearly in the simulation time (see
Eq. (22)). The fast-forwarding is performed by modifying the parameters of the diagonal unitary, D(γopt,∆t)→ D(Nγopt,∆t),
producing a quantum simulation unitary, W (θopt)D(Nγopt,∆t)W †(θopt).
is equivalent to finding a Walsh series approximation [34]
D = eiG =
2q−1∏
j=0
eiγj
⊗n
k=1(Zk)
jk
, (6)
where q = n, G and Zk are diagonal operators with the
Pauli operator Zk acting on the k-th qubit, and jk is the
k-th bit in a bitstring j. Efficient quantum circuits for
minimum depth approximations of D may be obtained
by resampling the function on the diagonal of G at se-
quencies lower than a fixed threshold, with q = k, with
k 6 n. The resampled diagonal takes the same form
as (6) but with q = k. The error after resampling is
k 6 supx|G′(x)|/2k, where we have introduced a coor-
dinate along the diagonal, x. While we do not know G,
we can assume a particular ansatz for terms to include
in the expansion.
In all of our implementations, we use a re-ordering of
terms in Eq. (6). Namely, we take
D =
n∏
m=0
∏
j∈Sm
eiγj
⊗n
k=1(Zk)
jk
, (7)
where Sm is a set of all indices j such that
∑n
k=1 jk = m.
Note that the l-local terms,
⊗n
k=1(Zk)
jk ,
∑n
k=1 jk = l,
in Eq. (7) are organized in increasing order. We truncate
the above product to a small number (up to l = 2) of
initial l-local terms. The accuracy of the approximation
is controlled by truncating the expansion in Eq. (7). The
above expansion may be more suited than Eq. (6) for
quantum many-body Hamiltonians. For instance, it is
known that the quantum Ising model in a transverse field
can be diagonalized exactly by keeping only 1-local terms.
42. Ansatz for W
Let us now consider an ansatz for W (θ). With the
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula we may generate any
eigenvector unitary, W (θ), by appropriately interleaving
non-commuting unitaries [7, 32]. In general, this requires
order d2 parameterized operations. Here, we briefly dis-
cuss two approaches to make its generation tractable.
The first approach is to use a fixed, layered ansatz
for W (θ). By alternating sets of single- and two-qubit
unitaries, we construct a polynomial number of non-
commuting layers capable of generating a rich set of pa-
rameterized unitaries. Translational invariance of the
system Hamiltonian may be incorporated into the ansatz
for W (θ). In this case, all gates in a given layer may
be chosen to be the same. As a result, the number of
variational parameters is reduced by a factor of n.
Another approach is to employ a randomized ansatz,
in which parametrized gates are randomly placed. This
approach may be more suitable for irregular Hamiltoni-
ans H, where the optimal form of W (θ) is not easily
deducible from H. The randomized approach may po-
tentially find a shorter W (θ) that contains fewer gates,
which is beneficial for near-term applications. Ref. [18]
discusses further details of both methods.
3. Growing the Ansatz and Parameter Initialization
We use the method of growing the ansatz in order to
mitigate the problem of getting trapped in local minima
during the optimization [18, 35]. This technique can be
used with both ansätze mentioned above. The optimiza-
tion is initiated with a shallow circuit containing only
a few variational parameters. After a local minimum is
found, we add a resolution of the identity to the ansatz
for W (θ). This takes a form of a layer of unitaries (for a
layered ansatz) or a smaller block of parametrized gates
(for a randomized ansatz) that evaluates to the identity.
Adding such structures to W (θ) does not change the
value of the cost function but it increases the number of
variational parameters. In the enlarged space, local min-
ima encountered in previous steps may be turned into
saddle points and the cost function may be further min-
imized towards the global minimum. The technique of
systematically growing the ansatz to improve the quality
of the result and mitigate the problem of local minima is
described in detail in [18].
In order to approach the issue of initializing the param-
eters θ and γ, we often use a perturbative method [15, 36]
in which we pre-train these parameters for a slightly dif-
ferent Hamiltonian. Namely, we begin a VFF search for a
unitary diagonalization with a known short-depth, read-
ily diagonalizable, unitary. We then modify the Hamil-
tonian by adding successively perturbed terms in an at-
tempt to guide the previously learned diagonalization
from known initial parameters toward an unknown di-
agonalization of interest.
C. Cost Function and Cost Evaluation
For the variational compiling step of VFF (shown in
Fig. 2(c)), we employ the cost function CLHST(U, V ) in-
troduced in Ref. [32]. This is defined as
CLHST(U, V ) = 1− 1
n
n∑
j=1
F (j)e , (8)
where the F (j)e are entanglement fidelities and hence sat-
isfy 0 6 F (j)e 6 1. Specifically, F (j)e is the entanglement
fidelity for the quantum channel obtained from feeding
into the unitary UV † the maximally mixed state on j
and then tracing over j at the output of UV †, where j
contains all qubits except for the j-qubit. We elaborate
on the form of CLHST(U, V ) in Appendix A.
This function has several important properties.
1. It is faithful, vanishing if and only if V = U (up to
a global phase).
2. Non-zero values are operationally meaningful.
Namely, CLHST(U, V ) upper bounds the average-
case compilation error as follows:
CLHST(U, V ) >
d+ 1
nd
(1− F (U, V )) , (9)
where F (U, V ) is the average fidelity of states acted
upon by V versus those acted upon by U , with the
average being over all Haar-measure pure states.
3. The cost function appears to be trainable, in the
sense that it does not have an obvious barren
plateau issue (i.e., exponentially vanishing gradi-
ent, see Ref. [32]).
4. Estimating the cost function is DQC1-hard and
hence it cannot be efficiently estimated with a clas-
sical algorithm [32].
5. There exists a short-depth quantum circuit for ef-
ficiently estimating the cost and its gradient.
Regarding the last point, each F (j)e term in (8) is es-
timated with a different quantum circuit and then one
classically sums them up to compute CLHST(U, V ). An
example of such a circuit is depicted in Fig. 2(c). It in-
volves 2n qubits, with the top (bottom) n qubits denoted
A (B). The probability of the 00 measurement outcome
on qubits AjBj in this circuit is precisely the entangle-
ment fidelity F (j)e .
We remark that the CLHST(U, V ) function was recently
shown to have noise resilience properties, in that noise
acting during the quantum circuit in Fig. 2(c) tends not
to affect the global optimum of this function [33].
5D. Optimization via Gradient Descent
Gradient-based approaches can improve convergence
of variational quantum-classical algorithms [37], and the
optimizer performance can be further enhanced by ju-
diciously adapting the shot noise for each partial deriva-
tive [38]. Furthermore, the same quantum circuit used for
cost estimation can be used for gradient estimation [39].
Therefore, we recommend a gradient-based approach for
VFF, in what follows.
With the ansatz in (1), we can write the cost function
for VFF as
CVFFLHST := CLHST(U,WDW
†) . (10)
The partial derivative of this cost function with respect
to θk, a parameter of the eigenvector operator W (θ), is
∂CVFFLHST
∂θk
=
1
2
(
CLHST(U,W
k
+DW
†)
− CLHST(U,W k−DW †)
+ CLHST(U,WD(W
k
+)
†)
− CLHST(U,WD(W k−)†)
)
.
(11)
The operator W k+ (W k−) is generated from the original
eigenvector operator W (θ) by the addition of an extra pi2
(−pi2 ) rotation about a given parameter’s rotation axis:
W k± := W
(
θk±
)
with (θk±)i := θi ±
pi
2
δi,k . (12)
Similarly, the partial derivative with respect to γ`, a pa-
rameter of the diagonal operator D(γ), is
∂CVFFLHST
∂γ`
=
1
2
(
CLHST
(
U,WD`+W
†)
− CLHST
(
U,WD`−W
†) ) (13)
with
D`± := D
(
γ`±
)
with (γ`±)i := γi ±
pi
2
δi,` . (14)
Equation (13) is derived in [32] and we derive Eq. (11)
in Appendix B.
Using (11) and (13), we can evaluate the gradient of
CVFFLHST directly and use a simple gradient descent iteration
θ
(t+1)
k = θ
(t)
k − η
∂CVFFLHST
∂θk
(15)
γ
(t+1)
` = γ
(t)
` − η
∂CVFFLHST
∂γ`
, (16)
to minimize CVFFLHST.
E. Simulation Error Analysis
1. Linear scaling in N
In practice, each of the steps in the VFF algorithm
above will generate errors. This includes the algorith-
mic error from the approximate implementation, U(∆t),
of the infinitesimal time evolution operator e−iH∆t and
error from the approximate compilation and diagonaliza-
tion of U(∆t) into V (α,∆t). These two error sources
bound the overall error via the triangle inequality:
FFp (∆t) 6 TSp (∆t) + MLp (∆t) . (17)
Here, FFp (∆t) is the overall simulation error for time ∆t,
TSp (∆t) is the Trotterization error (note that this error
may always be reduced using higher-order Trotterizations
at the cost of more gates), and MLp (∆t) is the “machine
learning” error associated with the variational compila-
tion step. These quantities are defined as
FFp (∆t) = ‖e−iH∆t − V (α,∆t)‖p (18)
TSp (∆t) = ‖e−iH∆t − U(∆t)‖p (19)
MSp (∆t) = ‖U(∆t)− V (α,∆t)‖p , (20)
where ‖M‖p = (
∑
jm
p
j )
1/p is the Schatten p-norm, with
{mj} the singular values of M .
Ultimately we are interested in fast-forwarding and
hence we want to bound FFp (T ) with T = N∆t. For
this purpose, we prove a lemma in Appendix C stating
that
‖UN1 − UN2 ‖p 6 N‖U1 − U2‖p , (21)
for any two unitaries U1 and U2. Combining this lemma
with the triangle inequality in (17) gives
FFp (T ) 6 N(TSp (∆t) + MLp (∆t)) . (22)
Equation (22) implies that the overall simulation error
scales at worst linearly with the number of time steps,
N .
We remark that, for the special case of p = 2, Eq. (21)
can be reformulated in terms of our cost function as:
CVFFLHST(T ) / nN2 CVFFLHST(∆t) , (23)
where CVFFLHST(t) := CLHST(U
t
∆t , V
t
∆t ). The approxima-
tion in (23) holds when the cost function CVFFLHST(T ) is
small, which is the case after a successful optimization
procedure. See Appendix C 2 for the non-approximate
version of (23). Thus we find that the VFF cost function
scales at worst quadratically in N under fast forwarding.
2. Certifiable error and a termination condition
Equation (22) holds for all Schatten norms, but of par-
ticular interest for our purposes is the Hilbert-Schmidt
norm, p = 2, from which we can derive certifiable error
bounds on the average-case error. In addition, the oper-
ator norm, p =∞, quantifies the worst-case error and is
often used in the quantum simulation literature [40, 41].
For our numerical implementations (Section III), we will
consider both worst-case and average-case error. On the
other hand, for our analytical results presented here, we
6will focus on average-case error since it is naturally suited
to providing a termination condition for the optimization
in VFF.
As an operationally-meaningful measure of average-
case error we consider the average gate fidelity between
the target unitary e−iHT and the approximate simulation
V (α, T ) arising from the VFF algorithm:
F (T ) =
∫
ψ
|〈ψ|V (α, T )†e−iHT |ψ〉|2dψ, (24)
where the integral is over all states |ψ〉 chosen according
to the Haar measure.
In Appendix C 3 we show that one can lower bound
F (T ) based on the value of the VFF cost function,
F (T ) ' 1− d
d+ 1
N2
(
TS∞(∆t) +
√
nCVFFLHST(∆t)
)2
.
(25)
This inequality holds to a good approximation in the
limit that CVFFLHST(∆t) is small, as is the case after a suc-
cessful optimization procedure. See Appendix C 3 for the
exact lower bound on F (T ), from which (25) is derived.
In addition, Eq. (25) provides a termination condition
for the variational portion of VFF. If one has a desired
threshold for F (T ), then this threshold can be guaran-
teed provided that CVFFLHST(∆t) is below a certain value.
Once CVFFLHST(∆t) dips below this value, then the varia-
tional portion of VFF can be terminated. Specifically, the
termination condition is CVFFLHST(∆t) 6 CThreshold, where
CThreshold ≈ 1
n
(
1
N
√
d+ 1
d
(1− F (T ))− TS∞(∆t)
)2
,
(26)
with the approximation holding when CVFFLHST(∆t) is small.
Again, for the exact expression for CThreshold, see Ap-
pendix C 3.
III. IMPLEMENTATIONS
A. VFF Implemented on a Simulator
1. Ansatz for Implementations
General ansatz considerations were discussed in
Sec. II B. For our implementations, W consists of suc-
cessive layers, each formed of three sub-layers: (i) an
initial sub-layer of single-qubit gates, (ii) a second sub-
layer of entangling two-qubit gates acting on neighboring
even-odd qubit pairs, and (iii) a third sub-layer of two-
qubit gates acting on odd-even qubit pairs. The two-
qubit gates are typically CNOTs, but equivalently we
have used ZZ(θ) = CNOT(I ⊗ Rz(θ))CNOT or XX(θ)
gates. The layers are appended successively always with
a final layer of single-qubit gates.
FIG. 3. VFF of a random single-qubit unitary. We plot worst-
case and average-case errors, (FF∞ (T ))2 and CVFFLHST(T ), versus
N . The inset plots (FF∞ (∆t))2 and CVFFLHST(∆t), where ∆t =
1, for a range of optimization steps. The number of shots,
nsamp = 10
6. Note that to make consistent comparisons FF∞
is squared, but CVFFLHST, closely related to (FF2 )2, is not. Dashed
diagonal gray traces denote upper bounds on (FF∞ (∆t))2 and
CVFFLHST(T ) as a function of N . Traces for a given optimization
error are paired just below the dashed gray bounds. A dashed
black horizontal line is placed at an error tolerance of δ =
10−2.
In addition, our implementations use a set of layers
consisting of various commuting operators for D. For the
first layer we use a set of single-qubit Z-rotations, Rz(γ),
acting on all qubits. The second layer is a set of two-qubit
ZZ(γ) gates acting on all pairs of qubits. The third layer
would be a set of three-qubit gates Z⊗Z⊗Z(γ) acting on
all triplets of qubits. However, for the threshold used, we
did not need a third layer in the results presented below.
2. Diagonalization of a single-qubit unitary
We first studied the diagonalization of ar-
bitrary single-qubit unitaries. Here, U =
Rx(φx∆t)Ry(φy∆t)Rz(φz∆t), where φx,y,z were random
angles, and V = WDW †, with W = Rx(θx)Ry(θy) and
D = Rz(γz).
Fig. 3, shows results from the optimization phase of
VFF (inset) and errors from VFF simulations. In the
optimization phase, we see a rapid approach to diagonal-
ization up to an accuracy limited by the number of shots
used to measure gradients. VFF directly minimizes the
certifiable optimization error, CVFFLHST(∆t), and we addi-
tionally plot (FF∞ (∆t))2, the worst-case error. Note that
in this case, (FF∞ (∆t))2 is also minimized by VFF, giving
evidence that by training the average-case error, we also
train the worst-case error.
The simulation errors plotted for a range of initial op-
timization errors show the advantage of VFF for simu-
lating quantum systems beyond the coherence time of a
QC. For instance, we see that the fast forwarding error
for a simulation beginning with an optimization error of
approximately 10−6 remains below a simulation error tol-
erance δ = 10−2 for approximately 200 timesteps. Thus,
7FIG. 4. VFF of a two-site, two-qubit Hubbard quantum
simulation unitary. A) Optimization error. Here, cost es-
timates were made with nsamp = 106 and ∆t = 0.1. We plot
CVFFLHST(∆t) versus optimization step for a sequence of param-
eters (see text). In this plot, red x’s depict the initial costs
for each parameter before optimization. Each optimization
was terminated after reaching CThreshold = 10−6. After tak-
ing some time to diagonalize the initial unitary with u = 0,
subsequent optimizations took just a few iterations. B) Sim-
ulation error. Here, we plot CVFFLHST(T ) versus N for all u. For
this level of optimization, fast forwardings of approximately
30 timesteps were achieved.
with 5 gates, VFF integrates quantum dynamics equiv-
alent to a standard Trotterization simulation using 600
gates (three gates U(φx, φy, φz) iterated 200 times).
3. Hubbard Model
To study our perturbative approach to efficient opti-
mization, we applied VFF to Trotterized quantum sim-
ulation unitaries, U(∆t) ≈ e−iHHub∆t, of the Fermi-
Hubbard model
HHub = −t
∑
i,j,σ
(
c†i,σcj,σ + c
†
j,σci,σ
)
+ u
N∑
i=1
ni,↑ni,↓ .
(27)
Here, c†i,σ and ci,σ are electron creation and annihila-
tion operators (resp.) for spin σ ∈ {↓, ↑} at site i and
ni,σ = c
†
i,σci,σ is the electron number operator. The
parameters t and u are the hopping strength and on-
site interaction (resp.). We studied a two-site, two-qubit
Fermi-Hubbard model [42], which, after translation via
the Jordan-Wigner transform, takes the form
HHub,2 = −t(X ⊗ I + I ⊗X) + uZ ⊗ Z . (28)
We took t = 1 for our initial diagonalization, then per-
turbatively increased u from 0 to 0.1 in increments of
0.01. For U(∆t), we used a first-order Trotterization of
exp(−iHHub,2∆t). We set a threshold for optimization of
10−6. We used a three-layer ansatz forW and a two-layer
ansatz for D.
FIG. 5. VFF of a three-qubit Heisenberg quantum simula-
tion unitary. A) Optimization error. Estimates were made
with nsamp = 106 and ∆t = 0.1. We plot CVFFLHST(∆t) versus
optimization step for a sequence of parameters (see text). In
this plot, red x’s depict the initial costs for each parameter
before optimization. Each optimization was terminated after
reaching CThreshold = 10−6. B) CVFFLHST(T ) versus N plotted
for all values of Jz, Jx, and Jy. Here, fast forwardings of
approximately 70 to 100 timesteps were achieved.
In representative results shown in Fig. 4, we see that,
after an initial optimization taking a number of iteration
steps, VFF reached the optimization threshold. Then, as
we perturbed away from u = 0, VFF rapidly found new
parameters that diagonalized exp(−iHHub,2∆t) to below
the cost threshold. For all approximate diagonalizations,
for an error tolerance of δ = 10−2, the simulation error re-
mains below this tolerance for T = 30∆t. The diagonal-
ization used 9 single-qubit gates and 7 CNOTs. The Trot-
terization used two single-qubit gates and one CNOT.
Thus, the fast-forwarded simulations used 9 single-qubit
layers and 7 CNOTs, but the equivalent Trotterized sim-
ulations used 60 single-qubit gates and 30 CNOTs. Thus,
VFF gave significant depth compression versus the Trot-
terized simulations, particularly with respect to entan-
gling gates.
4. Heisenberg Model
We next applied VFF to the Heisenberg model,
HHeis =
∑
i
JzZ
iZi+1 + JxX
iXi+1 + JyY
iY i+1 + hZi ,
(29)
where Xj , Y j , and Zj are Pauli spin matrices acting on
qubit j, and h, Jx, Jy, and Jz are parameters.
Here, we took h = 1.0 and investigated the model
acting on three qubits (whose Hamiltonian we de-
note HHeis,3). We used a first-order Trotterization of
exp(−iHHeis,3∆t). We set an optimization threshold of
10−6 and used a ten-layer ansatz for W and a two-layer
ansatz for D. From Jz = 1.0 (a non-interacting Hamil-
tonian) we increased Jz to 5.0 in increments of 1.0. For
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Min Noisy Cost Equivalent Exact Cost
Red 0.146 0.698× 10−3
Violet 0.196 2.99× 10−3
Navy 0.195 1.74× 10−3
Green 0.160 2.53× 10−3
Noisy
Exact
FIG. 6. Training results for single-qubit VFF implemented on
the Rigetti Aspen-4 quantum computer. Here, the quantum
circuit acted on two qubits, one with a random single-qubit
unitary, U , and the second with the diagonal ansatz, V =
WDW †. Optimization was performed using gradient descent
of the VFF cost function. Results from four optimizations
are shown. The plot shows the cost function evaluated on the
QC (solid line) and the true cost function evaluated classically
(dashed line) using the parameters found on the Rigetti QC
via VFF. The table provides the optimal noisy cost values
from the Rigetti QC and the equivalent true cost value for
the given set of optimized parameters.
these parameter values, HHeis is an anti-ferromagnetic
classical Ising model.
Next, we kept h = 1.0 and Jz = 5.0 fixed and increased
Jx = Jy from 0.0 to 8.0 in increments of 2.0. When
Jx = Jy, these are often called XXZ Heisenberg models.
Finally, we kept h = 1.0, Jz = 5.0, Jx = 8.0 and varied
Jy from 0.0 to 10.0 in increments of 1.0 (XYZ Heisenberg
models).
As may be seen in the representative results plot-
ted in Fig. 5, VFF rapidly found new diagonalizations
WDW † ≈ exp(−iHHeis,3∆t) for all models considered.
We performed additional searches for diagonalizations of
ferromagnetic models (Jz, Jx, and Jy < 0) with similar
results. For all approximate diagonalizations, the simula-
tion error remained below an error tolerance of δ = 10−2,
up to T ≈ 100∆t. For this simulation time, each diago-
nalization used 40 CNOTs and 71 single-qubit gates (111
total), whereas each Trotterization used 1200 CNOTs and
2500 single-qubit gates (3700 total).
Exact Trotter
N = 1
VFF on QC Trotter on QC
N = 25
N = 100
N = 150
N VFF on QC Trotter on QC
1 0.837 0.839
25 0.834 0.586
100 0.789 0.280
150 0.708 0.509
Entanglement
Fidelities:
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
FIG. 7. Process tomography for single-qubit VFF imple-
mented on the Rigetti Aspen-4 quantum computer. Real
(left) and imaginary (right) parts of the exact, classically
computed process matrix of a first-order Trotterized quantum
simulation (Exact Trotter) compared with a quantum simula-
tion using an optimal diagonalization from the VFF shown in
Fig. 6 (VFF on QC) and the first-order Trotterization (Trot-
ter on QC), both computed on the Rigetti QC. The number of
timesteps for the simulation are shown to the left. To quan-
tify the accuracy of the fast-forwarded simulation, we include
a table containing the entanglement fidelity [43] between the
exact unitary and either the noisy process implemented by
VFF or Trotterization respectively on the Rigetti QC. Note
that for the VFF simulation, we used the optimization angles
corresponding to the best cost from the noisy cost function,
i.e., what was actually measured on the QC.
B. VFF Implemented on Quantum Hardware
We implemented VFF on 1 + 1 qubits (i.e. diago-
nalizing a random single-qubit unitary) on the Rigetti
Aspen-4 quantum computer (Figs. 6 and 7). Here we
considered the first-order Trotterization of the Hamil-
tonian H = αxσx + αyσy + αzσz, where α was a ran-
domly chosen unit vector, at the time ∆t = 0.5. We used
W = Rz(θz)Rx(θx) and D = Rz(γz). The VFF cost
function, as evaluated on the QC with nsamp = 104, was
optimized to CVFFLHST(∆t) ≈ 10−1.
With this system, we investigated how well VFF per-
formed by classically computing the true, noiseless, cost
for the parameters found on the Rigetti QC. This true
cost converged to two orders of magnitude below the QC-
evaluated cost, demonstrating significant robustness of
VFF to the noise on the Rigetti QC.
We next simulated single qubit evolution on the
QC (Fig. 7) by 1) iterating the original Trotterization,
U(∆t)N, and 2) using the VFF diagonalization (5). We
then used process tomography to compare the resultant
noisy process resulting from the Trotterization and the
process resulting from VFF to the exact process U(∆t)N
calculated classically.
9In this single qubit case, the Trotterized simulation
unitary could have been compiled to a circuit with many
fewer gates; however, this would not be true for higher
dimensional unitaries and for this reason we did not com-
pile the iterated gate sequence here.
In Fig. 7, we show that VFF performed much better
than the iterated Trotterization, giving a high fidelity
simulation. In these results, the entanglement fidelity
between the process implemented using VFF and the ex-
act process remained high until at least NVFF = 150 and
never reached a value below 0.7. On the other hand,
the fidelity of the iterated Trotterization approach was
already 0.586 by N = 25. This indicates that VFF on
current quantum computers can allow for longer simu-
lation times than are achievable with a simple Trotter
iteration.
IV. DISCUSSION
We presented a new variational method for quantum
simulation called Variational Fast Forwarding (VFF).
Our results showed that, once a diagonalization is in
hand, one could form an approximate fast forwarding
of the simulation that allowed for quantum simulations
beyond the coherence time. For the particular models,
ansätze, and thresholds that we studied, we were able to
fast forward simulations by factors of approximately 400
(single-spin), 30 (Hubbard), and 80 (Heisenberg) simula-
tion timesteps. For instance, for the Hubbard model, if
one Trotter step could be executed within the coherence
time of a given QC, by using VFF, we could compile a di-
agonalization of that step, then generate a simulation ac-
curate to an error of 10−2 that was equivalent to 30 Trot-
ter steps. In addition, a fast-forwarding of a factor of at
least 6, relative to a Trotterization approach, was found
experimentally on Rigetti’s quantum hardware. Essen-
tially, the more accurate the diagonalization step of VFF
is (i.e., the lower the cost function value), the longer is
the achievable fast-forwarding simulation time.
A crucial feature of VFF is the operational meaning
of its cost function as a bound on average-case simula-
tion error. Hence, any reduction in the cost results in
a tighter bound on the simulation error. We used this
feature to define a termination condition for the varia-
tional portion of VFF, such that once the cost is below
a particular value, then one can guarantee that the sim-
ulation error will be below a desired threshold. This is
arguably the most important feature that distinguishes
VFF from prior work on Subspace Variational Quantum
Simulation (SVQS) [25], whose cost function does not
have an obvious meaning in terms of simulation error. In
addition, since VFF is not targeting a low-energy sub-
space, it is capable of simulating systems at moderate
to high-temperature or more dramatic dynamics such as
quenches. The tradeoff is that the diagonalization step
of VFF can be more difficult than that of SVQS, since
one is diagonalizing over the entire space rather than a
subspace. This tradeoff will be important to study in
future work.
In the NISQ era, the minimum value of the VFF cost
function that can be achieved will be limited by quan-
tum hardware noise. On the one hand, this will result in
loose bounds on the simulation error obtained from (25).
On the other hand, we have seen from our implementa-
tion of VFF on Rigetti’s quantum hardware that the true
(noiseless) cost is often orders of magnitude lower than
the noisy cost, implying that we learned the correct op-
timal parameters despite the noise. This noise resilience
is analogous to analytical and numerical results recently
reported in [33]. Hence, an important direction of future
research would be to tighten our bound (25) for specific
noise models, which would allow for tight simulation er-
ror bounds in the presence of noise.
Finally, a principle limitation of VFF is the No Fast-
Forwarding Theorem, which is stated in a variety of
forms [26, 27, 31], but basically says that there exist some
Hamiltonians for which the number of gates needed for
quantum simulation must grow roughly in proportion to
the simulation time. Clearly VFF will not work for these
Hamiltonians, perhaps because the circuit depth needed
to achieve an accurate diagonalization will be long or
perhaps because the cost landscape will be difficult to
optimize. At the same time, there are many physically
interesting Hamiltonians that are close to (i.e., perturba-
tions of) models that are known to be fast-forwardable,
and VFF holds promise for these Hamiltonians. Hence,
future work needs to explore the class of Hamiltonians
that are approximately fast-forwardable.
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Appendix A: Cost Function
Here we elaborate on our cost function. As noted in
Sec. II C, our proposed cost function is the CLHST function
introduced in Ref. [32], defined by
CLHST(U, V ) = 1− 1
n
n∑
j=1
F (j)e . (A1)
Let us now precisely define the entanglement fidelities
F
(j)
e . Consider a 2n-qubit system composed of the n-
qubit subsystems A and B. Let Aj (Bj) denote the j-th
qubit of system A (B). Let |Φ+〉 = (|00〉 + |11〉)/√2
denote the standard 2-qubit Bell state. Then we can
write F (j)e as
F (j)e := Tr
(
|Φ+〉〈Φ+|AjBj (Ej ⊗ IBj )(|Φ+〉〈Φ+|AjBj )
)
.
(A2)
Here, Ej is a quantum channel that acts on qubit Aj as
follows. For an arbitrary state ρAj ,
Ej(ρAj ) = TrAj
(
UV †
(
ρAj ⊗
1Aj
2n−1
)
V U†
)
, (A3)
where Aj is the set of all qubits in A except for Aj .
The fact that CLHST is a faithful cost function was
shown in [32] by relating CLHST to another cost function
whose properties are more transparent. Namely, consider
the function
CHST(U, V ) = 1− 1
d2
|Tr(UV †)|2. (A4)
Since Tr(UV †) is the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product, it
is clear that CHST(U, V ) = 0 if and only if V = U (up to
global phase). Reference [32] then proved the following
relation:
CLHST(U, V ) 6 CHST(U, V ) 6 nCLHST(U, V ) . (A5)
This implies that CLHST vanishes under precisely the same
conditions as CHST, and hence that CLHST is faithful.
While the CHST function has direct operational mean-
ing in terms of the inner product between U and V , we
propose to use CLHST instead of CHST for the following
reason. In Ref. [32], it was argued that there are sim-
ple examples (e.g., when U and V are tensor-product
unitaries) for which the gradient of CHST vanishes ex-
ponentially with n, while the gradient of CLHST is inde-
pendent of n. This implies that CLHST is easier to train
than CHST for large n, and indeed Ref. [32] confirmed this
with numerical implementations for increasing values of
n. Hence CLHST has better scaling properties, while it also
inherits the operational meaning of CHST via the relation
in (A5).
Appendix B: Cost function gradient derivation
Here we provide the derivation of the partial derivative
of CVFFLHST with respect to θk in (11). To emphasize the
dependence on θ, we write
CVFFLHST = 1− F (θ) with
F (θ) = Tr[X(U∗ ⊗WDW †) |Φ+〉〈Φ+| (UT ⊗WD†W †)],
(B1)
where we have X = 1n
∑n
j=1 |Φ+〉〈Φ+|Aj ,Bj ⊗ IAj ,Bj .
Taking the partial derivative of the cost function with
respect to an angle θk gives
∂CVFFLHST
∂θk
=
− Tr
[
X
(
U∗ ⊗ ∂W
∂θk
DW †
)
|Φ+〉〈Φ+| (UT ⊗WD†W †)]
− Tr
[
X
(
U∗ ⊗WDW †) |Φ+〉〈Φ+|(UT ⊗WD† ∂W †
∂θk
)]
− Tr
[
X
(
U∗ ⊗WD∂W
†
∂θk
)
|Φ+〉〈Φ+| (UT ⊗WD†W †)]
− Tr
[
X
(
U∗ ⊗WDW †) |Φ+〉〈Φ+|(UT ⊗ ∂W
∂θk
D†W †
)]
.
(B2)
The eigenvector operator, W , consists of products of
Pauli rotations and can be decomposed as
W = WL exp
(
− iθkσk
2
)
WR′ ≡WLWR (B3)
where the operatorsWL andWR′ consist of all Pauli rota-
tions to the left and right of the σk rotation respectively
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and we have definedWR = exp(−iθkσk/2)WR′ for conve-
nience. It follows that the differential of W with respect
to θk takes the form
∂W
∂θk
= −1
2
iWLσkWR , (B4)
which on substituting into Eq. (B2) gives
∂CVFFLHST
∂θk
=
i
2
(
Tr
[
X (U∗ ⊗WL) [σk, ρ1]
(
UT ⊗W †L
)]
− Tr
[
X
(
U∗ ⊗WDW †R
)
[σk, ρ2]
(
UT ⊗WRD†W †
)])
,
(B5)
where we have defined
ρ1 = WRDW
† |Φ+〉〈Φ+|WD†W †R and (B6)
ρ2 = W
†
L |Φ+〉〈Φ+|WL . (B7)
Eq. (11) is now obtained directly from Eq. (B5) via the
following identity, which holds for any state ρ,
i[σk, ρ] = e
iσkpi/4ρe−iσkpi/4 − e−iσkpi/4ρeiσkpi/4 . (B8)
Appendix C: Simulation errors
1. Linear scaling in N
Here we provide a proof of (21), which is restated in
the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Suppose U1 and U2 are two unitary matrices,
then for any positive integer N we have:
||UN1 − UN2 ||p 6 N ||U1 − U2||p (C1)
where ||...||p denotes the Schatten p-norm.
Proof. We expand the norm of the difference of products
by adding and subtracting convenient terms so that
‖UN1 − UN2 ‖p =‖UN1 − UN−11 U2 + UN−11 U2
− UN−21 U22 ...+ U1UN−12 − UN2 ‖p .
(C2)
From the triangle inequality it follows that:
‖UN1 − UN2 ‖p 6 ‖UN−11 (U1 − U2)‖p +
‖UN−21 (U1 − U2)U2‖p +
...+ ‖(U1 − U2)UN−12 ‖p . (C3)
There are a total of N terms in the above summation and
as the Schatten norms are unitarily invariant, meaning
that ‖UAV ‖ = ‖A‖ for any unitary matrices U and V ,
each of these N terms is equal to ‖U1 − U2‖. Thus we
obtain the required result.
2. Scaling of cost function with N
Here we reformulate Lemma 1 in terms of the VFF cost
function. Since the latter can be efficiently estimated on
a quantum computer, one can view this reformulation as
a certifiable version of Lemma 1. This reformulation is
derived by specializing Lemma 1 to the case of p = 2, i.e.
the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.
We first remark that for our purposes the phases of the
simulated unitaries are always global phases and there-
fore unphysical. (This is true since we intend for V to be
implemented directly on an n-qubit system rather than
on a subsytem as a subcomponent of a larger simulation.)
We therefore introduce the phase independent quantity
˜2(U1, U2),
˜2(U1, U2) := min
φ
‖U1 − exp(iφ)U2‖2 . (C4)
which depends only on the Hilbert-Schmidt inner prod-
uct,
˜2(U1, U2) = min
φ
√
2d− 2Re(Tr(U†1eiφU2))
=
√
2d− 2|Tr(U†1U2)| .
(C5)
Hence this quantity can be related to CHST defined in
(A4) by
˜2(U1, U2) =
√
2d
(
1−
√
1− CHST(U1, U2)
)
. (C6)
Now, let us specialize Lemma 1 to p = 2 and minimize
over all global phase factors applied to the unitary U2.
Using (C6), this results in:
1−
√
1− CHST(UN1 , UN2 ) 6 N2
(
1−
√
1− CHST(U1, U2)
)
.
(C7)
Given that CLHST is bounded by CHST via (A5), the fast-
forwarded CLHST can similarly be bounded as
1−
√
1− CLHST(UN , V N ) 6 N2
(
1−
√
1− nCLHST(U, V )
)
,
(C8)
where we assume nCLHST 6 1 and we chose U1 = U and
U2 = V . Equation (C8) is the exact version of (23) in
the main text. Specializing to the case where the cost
function CLHST is small, (C8) becomes (23), i.e.,
CLHST(U
N , V N ) / nN2 CLHST(U, V ) . (C9)
3. An operational termination condition
The VFF cost function is operationally meaningful by
virtue of its relation to the average-case diagonalization
error. Specifically, it can be shown [44, 45] that
CHST(U1, U2) =
d+ 1
d
(1− F (U1, U2)) (C10)
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where
F (U1, U2) :=
∫
ψ
|〈ψ(U1)|ψ(U2)〉|2dψ (C11)
is the average fidelity over the Haar distribution. There-
fore, from Eq. (A5), CLHST upper bounds the average
fidelity as follows
CLHST(U1, U2) >
d+ 1
nd
(1− F (U1, U2)) . (C12)
This relation enables us to bound the average simulation
error and on doing so provide a termination condition for
VFF.
To derive a termination condition, we start from the
bound on the total simulation error, Eq. (22), written
in terms of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm (p = 2) and take
the minimum of the total simulation error and diagonal-
ization errors over global phases applies to V to remove
their arbitrary phase dependence:
˜2
(
e−iHT , V (α, T )
)
6
N (TS2 (∆t) + ˜2 (U(∆t), V (α,∆t))) . (C13)
We can then rewrite this expression in terms of the av-
erage fidelity of the simulation,
F (T ) := F (e−iHT , V (α, T )) , (C14)
and the cost function CHST using (C6) and (C10):
G(T ) 6 N√
2d
TS2 (∆t) +N
√
1−
√
1− CVFFHST (∆t) .
(C15)
Here, to simply the expression, we have defined
G(T ) :=
√
1−
√
1− d+ 1
d
(1− F (T )) , (C16)
and CVFFHST (∆t) := CHST(U(∆t), V (α,∆t)). As the oper-
ator norm is typically used for Trotter error analysis in
the quantum simulation literature [40, 41], we rewrite
TS2 (∆t) in terms of the operator norm using equivalence
relation ||X||2 6
√
d||X||∞,
G(T ) 6 N√
2
TS∞(∆t) +N
√
1−
√
1− CVFFHST (∆t) . (C17)
Finally, CHST is upper bounded by nCLHST and therefore
G(T ) 6 N√
2
TS∞(∆t) +N
√
1−
√
1− nCVFFLHST(∆t) ,
(C18)
assuming that nCVFFLHST(∆t) 6 1. Re-arranging
terms and denoting by (∆t) := 1√
2
TS∞(∆t) +√
1−√1− nCVFFLHST(∆t) we get that whenever (∆t) 6
1/N then the average fidelity is bounded by
F (T ) > 1
d+ 1
+
d
d+ 1
(
1−N2(∆t)2)2 (C19)
= 1− N
2(∆t)2d
d+ 1
(
2−N2(∆t)2) (C20)
> 1− N
2d
d+ 1
2(∆t)2 . (C21)
One can get a more compact (but weaker) lower bound
on the average fidelity by observing that√
1−
√
1− nCVFFLHST(∆t) 6
√
nCVFFLHST(∆t) (C22)
which holds whenever nCVFFLHST(∆t) 6 1. Therefore we get
an upper bound on (∆t) 6 1√
2
TS∞(∆t) +
√
nCVFFLHST(∆t)
so that (C21) becomes:
F (T ) > 1− N
2 d
d+ 1
(
TS∞(∆t) +
√
2nCVFFLHST(∆t)
)2
.
(C23)
After a successful optimization procedure, nCVFFLHST(∆t)
is expected to be small and Eq. (C21) reduces to
F (T ) ' 1− N
2d
d+ 1
(
TS∞(∆t) +
√
nCVFFLHST(∆t)
)2
.
(C24)
Given a fixed initial Trotter error and for a target fast-
forwarding time and simulation fidelity, Eq. (C18), and
Eq. (C24) its simplified approximate variant, prescribe
the cost function which must be surpassed before termi-
nating the optimization loop. Specifically, the termina-
tion condition is CVFFLHST 6 CThreshold, with
CThreshold =
1
n
1−
1−
 1
N
√
1−
√
1− d+ 1
d
(1− F (T ))− 1√
2
TS∞(∆t)
2

2
≈ 1
n
(
1
N
√
d+ 1
d
(1− F (T ))− TS∞(∆t)
)2
.
(C25)
